
Reach out today to discover how Azure Stack HCI with HaaS can 
revolutionise your business operations.

Azure Stack HCI and Hardware
Integrate on-premises operations 
with Azure capabilities.

About Global Micro 

We are a technology solutions provider with over 30 years of experience in delivering IT 
solutions. We understand the pace of technological innovation and strive to lead, allowing you 
to focus on what you do best - your business. Our approach sets us apart from the competition, 
and our primary customers are businesses looking for comprehensive IT solutions.

Unify Resource Management with Azure Stack HCI and Hardware 
as a Service

In the rapidly evolving business world, combining cutting-edge cloud-connected architecture 
with the best hardware is important. Azure Stack HCI, enhanced with our unique Hardware as a 
Service (HaaS), brings this combination to life. Global Micro’s service stands out by providing 
onsite, configured premium hardware, all at competitive rates, to simplify your acquisition 
process. Through our managed infrastructure, we o�er a rent-to-own model, making high-end 
technology accessible to all business sizes, while our migration support ensures a seamless 
transition to upgraded so�ware and hardware, facilitating a smooth go-live process.

Ideal for Onsite Workloads

For businesses that need to run workloads onsite because of factors such as latency, data 
sovereignty, or high IO demands, Azure Stack HCI with HaaS is an ideal solution. It’s specifically 
designed for clients who prefer to keep their operations on-premises, ensuring cost e�ciency, 
enhanced performance, and simplified operations.

Azure Stack HCI blends on-premises operations 
with Azure’s expansive capabilities, including 
hardware, setup, configuration, management, 
and maintenance, all delivered as a service. This 
integration allows remote co-management of 
your solution, backed by Microso�'s top-tier 
hyper-converged infrastructure stack, o�ering 
a secure platform for both Windows and Linux 
guests.

Global Micro’s Azure Stack HCI and Premium Hardware as a Service

Assessment and Upgrading of Services for Legacy Infrastructure

We understand the challenges of migrating from legacy infrastructure. Where your business 
operates with outdated operating systems, virtualisation technologies, or SQL versions, our 
team is ready to assist. We o�er comprehensive assessments and scoping services to help you 
seamlessly upgrade and leverage the capabilities of newer versions. Our services extend to 
aiding in the migration of your workloads to the new infrastructure, ensuring a smooth 
transition and minimal disruption to your operations.

Flexible, Scalable, and All-Workload Ready

Azure Stack HCI’s architecture is designed to easily connect to Azure services such as backup, 
monitoring, and security, while also integrating smoothly into your existing IT environment. Its 
robust design makes it versatile for any workload, and it o�ers disaster recovery options via a 
stretch cluster. Experience superior performance for SQL Server databases and virtual desktop 
infrastructure, with the added benefits of low latency and data sovereignty.

Get this Tailored Solution for Your Business

Ready to modernise your data centre with Azure Stack HCI and HaaS? Contact us for a 
personalised consultation on a reference architecture to meet your specific needs. We’ll conduct 
a detailed assessment and tailor a solution by drawing on our extensive experience with similar 
environments. Let us guide you in transitioning to a more e�cient, secure, and scalable 
infrastructure.

• Storage solution for large files like media or CAD drawings.
• Simple to integrate into an existing IT environment.
• Onsite storage is replicated to the cloud.
• Premium infrastructure - Dell Azure Stack HCI compliant.
• Scalable server configuration and robust NVMe drives.
• Securely manage onsite infrastructure from anywhere.
• Excellent warranties on infrastructure.
• 4-hour response time for critical support is provided 

under our SLA.
• Let us migrate your workloads to the new infrastructure.

Includes hardware 
infrastructure, 

migration, 
management, 

security and support.

Secure. Comply. Succeed.

With more than 30 years of experience and over 50,000 successful cloud 
migrations, Global Micro specialises in creating sustainable and holistic ICT 
solutions tailored to your business. Global Micro is a Microso� Cloud Service 
Provider with 9 gold competencies and has to date delivered secure, robust 
solutions to over 4,500 companies.

Learn more at www.globalmicro.co.za 

sales@globalmicro.co.za | +27 (11) 731 0600
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